We developed a new computerized CCD video light microscopy system for obtaining three-dimensional (3-D) RGB measurements of shape (with color texture) and growth of intact plants under various conditions and over a wide magnification range. We used a modified shape-from-focus algorithm that incorporated a linear regression operator for 3-D reconstruction of images of petunia seedlings, which have a coarse texture. This algorithm was unsuitable for processing images of specimens with glossy texture (e.g., plant cells), but this drawback was mitigated by illuminating the cells in a checked pattern.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in computerized light microscopy systems have enabled threedimensional (3-D) analysis of an object's structure (Erhardt et al., 1985 ; Hiraoka et al., 1987 Hiraoka et al., , 1989 Pawley, 1990; Russ, 1994; Gu, 1996) . To obtain information on the 3-D architecture of cells and tissues at high magnification, the confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) has been effectively used (Pawley, 1990; Knebel and Schnepf, 1991; Rigaut et al., 1992; Gu, 1996) . In this system, the 3-D image is typically constructed by stacking numerous twodimensional (2-D) images, which are obtained at consecutive confocal planes. The CLSM has fluorescence imaging capability, and it can provide monochromatic or artificial color images. However, this system cannot be used to obtain suitable 3-D full (natural)-color RGB images. In addition, using the CLSM for in situ observation of cells and tissues over a wide magnification range under natural growing conditions is difficult. This problem results because in this situation, the laser is operated at a narrow working distance and must be adjusted, thereby affecting the physiological reactions of the target cells.
Traditionally, conventional stereomicroscopes have been used for 3-D color observation in biological applications. However, only low-magnification observation has been possible due to the need for a deep depth-of-focus and a wide working distance. To obtain the stereo, paired images necessary for three-dimensionality, a single camera and a shifting microscope stage or duel video cameras (instead of duel eye lenses) have been used (Hiraoka et al., 1990; Rigaut et al., 1992; Russ, 1994) . Many algorithms have been developed for determining a Vol.36, No.4 (1998) (25)217 range image (i.e., depth image) from stereo, paired images. However, these algorithms possess a drawback in automatically matching corresponding points between stereo pair images, while also lacking practicality due to the high computational expense required for calculating a precise range image (Inokuchi and Sato, 1990; Faugeras, 1993; Chellappa and Rosenfeld, 1993 In an attempt to identify an algorithm that would be effective for reconstructing range images from monocular light microscope images of plant cells, tissues, or seedlings, we recently compared the previously described SF algorithm, which is based on a sum-modified Laplacian (SML) operator (Nayar and Nakagawa, 1990) to modified shape-from-focus (MSF) algorithms that were based on either a linear regression (LR) or max-min (MM) operator. We found that the LR operator-based method was the most effective (Omasa et al., 1997 ). The microscope system that we used in our previous study provided good-quality, 3-D, full-color RGB images. However, it was unsuitable for imaging glossy textures over a wide range of magnification, and it was not applicable to observing seedlings grown under natural conditions. Combining active illumination (e.g., in a checked pattern) with the SF algorithm yielded more exact depth maps of a solder joint on a circuit board (Noguchi and Nayar, 1994) , but this type of lighting had not been applied to measuring plant cells with color and glossy textures. These difficulties led to our present study. Here we extend our work by incorporating the enhanced MSF algorithm into a new computerized 3-D light microscopy system. We designed the combined system for imaging the color, texture, and shading of intact plants and seedlings under natural growing conditions and over a wide range of magnification. Movement along the x-axis of the microscope stage is controlled by the stepping motor x, that along the y-axis by the stepping motor y, and that along the z-axis by stepping motor z2. Movement along the z-axis of the lens tube is also controlled by the stepping motor z, being a rapid albeit inexact adjustment. High-magnification microscopy was carried out on cells of an intact pothos (Epipremnum Vol.36. No.4 (1998) Algorithm sequence for 3-D microscopic measurement and texture mapping. Using the LR operator-based MSF algorithm, we reconstructed focused 3-D RGB images from a series of limited-focus planes, which were obtained by z-axis traversal of the microscope stage and lens tube; we also measured organ growth (Fig. 3) . Basically, the algorithm interpolates the depth data such that 3-D shapes with color texture can be visualized in any direction on the upper side using a wire frame-outline filled in with a focused color image. For 3-D analysis of organ growth (e.g., leaf area), the organ image is extracted from the texture mapping images.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Focus measure operator:
The LR operator was used to obtain focus measure images from a series of original color images ( Fig. 3 (a) ), which were collected at limited-focus planes. Data were calculated on each axis of four square-line masks (M5(i, j), k = 1,2,3, and 4 ; see 1) The focus measure f (i,j) can subsequently be determined by using the LR operator, in which the sum of the absolute error between Imax (x,y) and the regression line of Imax (x,y) is calculated by using the least-squares method on the axes (pk, k=1,2,3, and 4) of each line mask. That is, Gaussian interpolation and median filter: The number of focused planes, N, was limited to ten or less in order to reduce computation requirements.
Although a discrete value of range of depth could be estimated from the focus measure, adding Gaussian interpolation provided smoother, more accurate range estimates ( Fig. 3 (a) ). The focus measure that is calculated by assuming the distribution of image data at each image point (i, j) of continuous focused planes can be approximated as a Gaussian distribution in which the optimum focus point, the focused range zp(i, j), is the peak of the Gaussian distribution.
This assumption allows zp(i, j) to be determined from only three focus measures, and its distance can be determined by using a single reference point on the z-axis, zn (Nayer and Nakagawa, 1990 and IB,P(i, j)/{IR,P(i, j)+IG ,P(i, j)+IB,P(i, j)}• †IBTH, (6) where IGTH and IBTH are pre-determined, fixed, threshold values. Small holes or uneven edges in the extracted image were filled and smoothed by expanding or shrinking the image as necessary, achieved by dividing the 3-D image into a large number of triangles then applying Heron's formula to compute leaf area after smoothing uneven surface . The measurements of a metallic plate with an uneven surface confirmed the suitability of this method . Automatically extracting an image of a target organ is difficult when its tone and brightness are similar to those of other organs and the background. However, as long as there is even a slight difference in tone and brightness, applying the unsharp masking processing before the thresholding is effective (Omasa and Onoe, 1984) . The difference in texture is also used for segmentation and thresholding (Russ, 1994) . Vol.36, No.4 (1998) (29)221
RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION
A series of original color images of a petunia seedling (Fig. 4) reflects nine focused planes, with the interval dz = 0.3 mm. The plane of focus in the first image (1) is the wet filter paper, that for the last (9) is just above the seed leaf. From these color images, the focus measure was estimated by using Eq. (2) and the focused range by using Eq. (3) ; the mask size (including the median filter) for these operations was Ms=13. Despite the small number of discrete original images, the resulting wire-frame 3-D range image (Fig. 5) is smooth and exact.
The ultimate accuracy of the reconstructed images depends on the surface texture (which is related to the focused color image) of petunia seedlings ; however a more precise range image can be obtained by optimizing the mask size. For example, if spike noise in the range image leads to choosing incorrect focused planes, the focused color image becomes unclear at the image points. Too large a mask size also leads to unclear image points (Gonzalez and Woods, 1992; Russ, 1994) , especially at seedling edges. Applying the LR operator-based algorithm to the focused color image obtained by using Eq. (4) (Fig. 6 ) reduced image degrading effects produced by spike noise and edges. In fact, with a small mask size, this operator yielded clearer images than did the SML or MM operators (Omasa et al., 1997) . This operator also was more effective when using RGB images in place of a monochromatic image (Omasa et al., 1997) .
A texture mapping image (Fig. 7) , which was generated through combining the 3-D range image and the focused color image, clearly shows the 3-D tone, texture, and shape of the seedling. By manipulating the computer mouse, the observation of reconstructed texture mapping image is allowed from any direction on the upper side. The underside of the seedling cannot be similarly evaluated because the 3-D image is reconstructed from color images (collected through the lenses of the light microscope) of the upper side, but slanting the microscope stage facilitates imaging of this region to some extent.
Determining the range focus in the glossy parts of cells of pothos plants was difficult with the previously described method, and illuminating the checked pattern (Fig. 8A ) on the cells had some detrimental effects on imaging. However, at a suitable mask size (M 15), which reflects the width of the checking, using the median filter tended to erase the checked pattern ( Fig. 8B) . In particular, intensity and saturation along red lines were averaged after filtering, whereas hue was only slightly affected (Fig. 9) . The reconstructed texture mapping image of pothos cells obtained from a series of eight original color images (Liz =3 im) incorporates checked illumination and median filtering (Fig. 10) . The well-rounded cells are smooth ; the color tone changed slightly. Our results show that the presented computerized light microscopy system can perform 3-D Vol.36, No.4 (1998) The modified LR operator-based shape-from-focus (MSF) algorithm that we used was well-suited for processing images from plants with a coarse texture (Omasa et al., 1997) . However, this method was ill-suited for processing images of objects with a glossy texture (e.g.,
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Control in Biol. plant cells). This limitation was mitigated by illuminating cells with a checked pattern ; the only the drawback of this technique was a slight change in cell color tone. Using the MSF algorithm also prevented incorrect range estimates due to the unfocused areas around the edges of the object in the original color image. The surface area of each organ of intact plants has traditionally been estimated through using 2-D images (Matsui and Eguchi, 1978; Omasa and Onoe, 1984; Omasa, 1990) ; this practice may lead to unacceptable errors due to lack of information about the 3-D shape. By using the new imaging system that we present, the surface area can be determined to within an error of 5% at objective angles from 10 to 80° though direct 3-D measurement. In light of its overall performance, our system is likely to be an effective tool for assessing 3-D changes in the shape and color tone of plants growing under natural conditions over a wide range of magnification.
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